Welcome to EDIS Sasebo – Where to Find Us

E. J. King High School – Bldg 1665, 3rd Floor
252-3888 // 0956-50-3888

1. Enter the Main Base Dragon Vale Housing Complex gate and follow the street (Pennsylvania St.). Follow straight, turn left on Alaska loop then another left on Kentucky Way.

2. Parking is permitted at any open visitor space throughout the parking area.

3. Walk toward the main E. J. King High School building (Look for red picnic tables)**
4. Enter the main building (Sign says: Kendziorski Hall) then proceed to the 3rd floor.

5. EDIS Sasebo is located on the 3rd floor of E. J. King High School. The doors are kept closed, please enter if doors are unlocked***.

Welcome to EDIS Sasebo!

Additional Notes:

***EDIS staff may be working throughout the school complex and may not be readily available. If possible, please call to verify staff availability in an effort to minimize scheduling conflicts.